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CREATING
EXCEPTIONAL

 FUTURE
 FOR YOUR
BRAND



BRANDING

A brand today is all about how it 
makes your customers feel. We are 
a branding agency offfering a 
complete solution from naming and 
logo design to communications and 
style guides. 



MARKETING

Elevate your brand’s presence with 
custom digital marketing strategy, 
channel expertise, and flawless 
execution.Let's build you the top 
marketing program in your space.



ADVERTISEMENT

Adtaken is a next generation 
advertisement company focusing 
on result oriented advertisements. 
Our aim is to provide fast and 
accessible advertisements.



OUR POPULAR SERVICES
WE PROVIDE YOU THE BEST OUT THERE

STRATEGIES

Adtaken business strategy is a set of guiding principles that, 
generates a desired pattern of decision making.

ENHANCING INTELLIGENCE

We think about what your business and help you plan, 
execute, and analyze , that what you can improve.

COMPANY UPDATES

Updates about the companies are posted every time so that 
customers will realize the company is up-to-date.



PROMOTIONS AND SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS

The content that your business uses on advertising
platforms is what makes your brand prominent.

Social media campaigns pays off in a major boost to your
brand reputation, awareness or sales.

STRATEGIES

We help companies to communicate with their audience
and integrate their opinions into their products and
services.

ENGAGING CONTENT



STRONG ANALYSIS

MARKET ANALYSIS

Helps to find answers to the very basic questions of
where you stand and who your target audience is.

Our Analysis includes fully managed market assessments,
brand analyses and corporate strategies.

Increasing amounts of consumer-‐controlled identity
information with increasing value to the economy will
be consumed, enabled by stronger authentication,
increased privacy and higher security in a safer online
environment.

DIGITAL IDENTITY



SERVICES

AdTaken’s creative solutions use 
innovative methods to deliver 
attention-grabbing campaigns 
across all environments.
Ad Taken Creative Solutions offer 
multi-dimensional, results-driven 
communication that creates 
memorable interaction with your 
target audience in the real world.

A SNEAK PEEK IN OUR EVER
EXPANDING SERVICES OFFERINGS.

DYNAMIC BILL BOARD

Digital Billboards have 
revolutionized the industry with 
cutting-edge technology and 
premier locations in the most 
desired markets.

Our digital advertising display 
screens are big, bold, bright and 
clear, presenting an advertising 
opportunity that literally can’t be 
missed!
Leverage full-motion video on our 
Liveboard Network to bring greater 
brand engagement and utilization of 
brand creative across multiple 
platforms.



ADTAKEN MEDIA WALLS

BYPASS JUNCTION, AROOR

MG ROAD KPCC JUN. COCHIN



CHERANALLOOR SIGNAL , COCHIN

KALOOR BUSSTAND, KALOOR



LIC JUNCTION, SM STREET, CALICUT

EAST-FORT ATTUKULANGARA, TIRVANDRAM



BRANDING
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ROYAL 
CORPORATE EXPONENT
MAJESTIC
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SOCIAL MEDIA
DESIGN
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